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1 - MEETING THE CLASS

conoscenza con la classe, organizzazione del lavoro, libri di testo, verifiche, 
metodo di lavoro; icebreaker: asking questions to your teacher, introducing 
yourself
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2 - Into Focus B1+: Unit 1: A new look

vocabulary: fashion, clothes, personality adjectives 2

grammar: present tenses (formation and use); state verbs/action verbs; wh 
questions; present perfect simple vs continuous 8

speaking: Pet speaking, part 3: describing photos (handout); adjective 
order 1

writing: describe a person; adjective order; how to soften a negative 
comment; writing an email or informal letter (PPT) 2

3 - Into Focus B1+ : Unit 2: It’s just a game

vocabulary: sports and people in sport 2

speaking: students’ presentations: what lessons can sport teach? 
Pet exam: structure of the full exam (video watching); speaking part 1: 
getting to know questions

4

grammar: narrative tenses; “Bohemian Rhapsody”: fill in the gaps; irregular verbs; 
verb patterns: general rules, verbs + infinitive / + -ing; verbs with 2 patterns

8

listening: role models p. 25; phrasal verbs p. 25 1

reading: A tennis champion (vocabulary) 1

writing: Pet story: structure, tenses, linkers, useful language 2

4 - Into Focus B1+ : Unit 3: On the go

students’ presentations on famous people using timelines 1

vocabulary: travelling; means of transport 2

listening p. 37 1

reading (Remembrance Day): “A Survivor’s Story” (from Actively Learn); 
“Can travel still broaden the minds of the smartphone generation?” 2

grammar: modal verbs: can, could, was able to, may, might, have to, must, 
should, be allowed to (formation, functions); translating sentences into 
English + function; modals for the past; past habits: used to/ would
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*comprensive delle ore di esercitazione, laboratorio e verifiche 

Bologna, lì 5 giugno 2022 

FIRMA DEL DOCENTE                    
Claudia Rambelli 

FIRMA DEI RAPPRESENTANTI DI CLASSE, COMPONENTE STUDENTI 

1.  Francesco Chesani       2. Bianca Palestini

5 - Into Focus B1+ : Unit 4: Eat, drink and be healthy

vocabulary: food; talking about your eating habits and cooking; reading 
and understanding a recipe; word store vocabulary; expansion (handouts 
on food); food idioms

4

grammar: quantifiers: some, any, no, much, many, a lot of, a little, a few, 
too, too much, too many, enough; future forms: present simple, present 
continuous, be going to, will; future continuous, future perfect
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6 - Into Focus B1+ : Unit 6: Good health

grammar: zero, first, second and third conditionals (formation and use); 
sentences with time expressions; I wish/If only (present and past actions) 3

7 - Into Focus B1+ : Unit 7: All the world’s a stage

grammar: reporting verbs; reported speech: all changes from direct into 
reported sentences (personal and object pronouns, possessive and 
demonstrative adjectives, tenses, modals, time expressions); grammar 
game (all tenses); the passive form: formation and use (handout)
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speaking/writing: the Proust questionnaire; oral presentations on TV series 
(setting, plot, characters, impressions) 2

8 - Into Focus B1+ : Unit 8: Social rights and wrongs

grammar: the passive: formation and use (handout); the passive in 
newspaper articles (some examples) 4

Introduction to literature: film watching: The Secret of Kells + handout 1

9 - Civic Education

Literature, women and science: a few facts; video watching (Rosalind 
Franklin): fill in the gaps; students' presentations 3

10 - settimana del recupero (7/13 gennaio 2022) ed altre ore di recupero 
curricolare

grammar: tenses (see Christmas hwk); verb patterns; mix tenses; wh 
questions 4

Pet writing: the Pet story (structure, narrative tenses, useful language) 1

pentamestre: future forms and temporals; conditionals; I wish/if only; 
modals; mix tenses; used to / would; Pet KWT with all grammar rules; the 
reported speech; recuperi finali con verifiche sommative comprendenti tutti 
gli argomenti di grammatica più importanti
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Lettorato: 5 lezioni: speaking and writing activities 5


